DELT SHARED SERVICES
MODERN SLAVERY STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION
Human trafficking and modern slavery have no place in our society. As a company Delt is
fully committed to taking all practical steps to ensure that such practices can find no hiding
place in our organisation. Whilst we are currently below the revenue threshold for the
mandatory production of a Modern Slavery statement we have elected to do so on a
voluntary basis.
We believe the localised nature of our activities and our customers, contractors and supplier
geography, puts us at lower risk than some in the shared service industry. Nevertheless, we
remain vigilant in the detection and prevention of modern slavery and human trafficking. We
are committed to our company values of transparency and integrity and publish this
statement to outline the procedures Delt already undertakes, along those it intends to
develop, to prevent illegal activity occurring within our business supply chains. This is Delt’s
first annual Modern Slavery Statement and has been developed in accordance with the
Modern Slavery Act 2015. It is owned by the Delt Board and was approved on 19th August
2019 but is expected to be further refined and developed on an ongoing basis.

OUR BUSINESS
Delt is shared service provider and back office support services company that is wholly
owned by the public sector. We are a proudly local organisation, with more than 100 doctors’
practices, children’s social care and over 300 other critical services being delivered by our
clients to around 900,000 people across the South West. We pay over 10,000 people each
month from 32 organisations. Delt works quietly behind the scenes, running technology and
other back office services to help our clients and partners.

OUR PEOPLE
Delt are an accredited “Living Wage” employer in the UK and we are committed to ensuring
all our staff are paid at least the national living way (higher in most cases) as well as
generous benefits such as pension contributions and enhanced annual leave allowance. Our
internal HR team review and maintain a fair reward system for all staff. Where viable, we
extend our commitment to pay at least the national living wage to contractors and third-party
suppliers. This is just one of the steps we take to ensure the abuse of people does not take
place anywhere within our business, or our supply chains.

RISK ASSESSMENT AND DUE DIGILENCE
Where our supply chain opportunities are of a certain value or risk, we conduct an initial
suitability assessment. For requirements over the EU threshold potential suppliers are asked
questions required under Regulation 57 of the Public Contracts Regulation 2015 enabling us
to identify any previous convictions of misconduct or mistreatment of staff through their
activities. This determines whether a supplier is progressed onto subsequent stages of the
procurement process.
Our Procurement and HR teams are currently developing a series of core questions around
Equality and Diversity, Social Value, Health and Safety and Safeguarding, relevant to all
procurement opportunities. Tailored questions may be used in industries that are considered
a high risk of modern slavery.
Upon return of tenders, our Procurement and HR teams work collaboratively to determine
whether organisations are ethically and legally sound and suitable suppliers for Delt.

FUTURE PLANS
Outside of the tendering process, once a contract is awarded, we take our ongoing
responsibility seriously to ensure modern slavery is not present within either a supplier
organisation or within their supply chain.
This year Delt will develop a Supplier Relationship Management Policy which will include
how we determine risks associated with suppliers (e.g. where their manufacturing is
conducted) and what actions we will need to undertake.
As our business grows, naturally our supply chains will too. We are committed to constant
re-evaluation of our processes and how we identify and manage areas of risk. One of our
steps to ensuring this happens, is to invest in high quality training for our Procurement team
and other key staff across the organisation who are responsible for, and involved in, supplier
and contractor activities.
Increased awareness of modern slavery risks; poor working conditions, low wages, sexual
harassment, discrimination, unstable employment and child exploitation, are all areas we
seek to grow and develop our shared understanding of, both internally at Delt and with our
partners and customers also.
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